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MUSIC SERVER TROUBLESHOOTING

MUSIC SERVER FRONT

The BLAZE music server takes care of the 
audio tracks, lighting and class selection 
for BLAZE classes.

There could be an issue with the Music 
Server PC if you find that:

- No audio track plays when ‘Demo’ is 
selected or when you unlock the AV iPad.

- No Tracks are available to select when 
starting a class.

- The lighting doesn’t come on when you 
select ‘Demo’ or unlock the AV iPad.

If you have time, you should always try to 
restart the main music server PC:

1. Hold down the power button     until 
the light turns off.

2.  Press the power button     once more 
to turn the PC back on (light will come 
back on).

3. Wait 3 minutes, then try and use the 
system again.

If you are still having the same problems, 
please carry onto the next page which 
explains how to switch over to the 
backup music server PC.
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MAIN MUSIC SERVER REAR

MUSIC SERVER TROUBLESHOOTING

In the BLAZE AV Rack, there are two Music 
Server PCs. a main and a backup (these 
should be labelled accordingly).

To change over to the backup PC:

1. Ensure that the Power is switched off 
on both machines          (no lights visible).

2. Move the Audio Jack from the main 
music server     to the audio socket on 
the backup server     . 

3. Move the Ethernet Cable from the main 
music server     to the ethernet port on 
the backup server     .

4. Move the USB Cable from the main 
music server     to the USB Port on the 
backup server     (ensure the USB port 
used is the same as the main server).

5. Finally, Move the Power Cable from the 
the main music server     to the power 
socket on the backup server    . 

The backup server should come on 
automatically as soon as the power cable 
is plugged in.

After this is done, please wait 3 minutes 
then try and use the system again.

NOTE: The Backup PC won’t be set to the 
correct ‘Daily Class’. In order to change it 
to the correct class, please contact the 
Hutchison Technologies Helpdesk and 
someone will be able to assist.
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MAIN MUSIC SERVER FRONT

BACKUP MUSIC SERVER REAR
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BACKUP MUSIC SERVER FRONT
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